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UPCOMING TEAM DIVES

NEXT TEAM MEETING

Tuesday, November 11, 2008
Building 509 • 7-9 pm

Saturday - November 22, 2008
Gulfstream Reef (2 sites) on Lady Go Diver

Speakers: Team members Connie Gasque and
Mike Phelan

Meet at 7:00 am, boat departs at 7:30 am.
See complete dive schedule on page 2.

HOLIDAY PARTY: December 9, 7-9 pm

Spotlight on a Dive
Ragg’s Reef - August 9, 2008
Weather
Seas
Current
Visibility
Max Depth
Water Temp
Time of Dive

Mapping team dropped in on the site after the
dive master set a dive flag as marker. The rocks
of the reef are collecting debris and covered
with a fine layer of silt and sand. The rocks have
growth of algae, hydroids, some encrusting
sponges, several white lumpy sponges and
white condominium tunicates. Also observed
were a few areas of small patches of star coral
on the rocks. Mappers saw lots of sergeant
majors among the rocks. The rocks on the south
side of the reef are exhibiting almost 2 feet of
scour around their base and look to be slowly
settling in the sand. Mappers found and cleaned
off the dedication plaque to “Raggs”. This is a
very small reef and our divers looked like ants
swarming over a mound when observed from
above.

Mostly Sunny, 85° F
Wind from SW at 0-5 mph
0-2 feet
to the North at .6 knots
top to bottom vertical
70 feet horizontal at depth
70 feet
at depth 85° F – no thermocline
Start 9:07 am
End 9:40 am

Ocean Ridge South Reef - Aug. 9, 2008
Weather
Seas
Current
Visibility
Max Depth
Water Temp
Time of Dive

Mapping team dropped in on the site after the
dive master set a dive flag as marker. The
concrete girders and blocks were partially
covered in sand. The southernmost reef
modules only had 1-2 ft diameter areas exposed
above the sand. The large obelisk-shaped
structure has sand even with the top surface of
the structure on the east and southeast side of
the reef module, while the level of the sand on
the west, northwest side of the obelisk is even
with the bottom of the reef module. Several
Twospot Cardinalfish were seen near the

Partly Cloudy, 90° F
Wind from SW at 0-5 mph
0-2 feet
to the North at .1 knot
top to bottom vertical
50 feet horizontal at depth
27 feet
at bottom 82° F
Start 10:18 am
End 10:56 am

(continued on page 3)



2008 Dives and Upcoming Events
2008 Dive Schedule

December PBCRRT Meeting/Party
December 9, 7:00-9:00 pm

3/1/08		

3/22/08		
4/12/08		
4/26/08		
5/10/08		
		
5/31/08		
6/14/08		
6/28/08		
		
7/12/08		
		
7/26/08		
8/9/08		
8/23/08		
9/13/08		
10/11/08		
10/25/08		
11/22/08		

Natural Reef/Natural Reef on Narcosis
Royal Park Bridge/Larson’s Valley on Narcosis
Governor’s Walk/Governor’s Walk on Narcosis
Bath & Tennis/Breakers PBC3 on Narcosis
Sea Emperor-Boca Corridors/
Boca Ledge on Lady Go Diver
Esso Bonaire/Julie’s Reef on Narcosis
Warrior’s Reef/Tug Boat Reef on Narcosis
Flower Gardens/Horseshoe Reef
on Narcosis
Boynton Corridors-Genesis/Delray Ledges
on Lady Go Diver
Eidsvag/Tri-County Reef on Narcosis
Ragg‘s Reef/Ocean Ridge South on Narcosis
Murphy‘s Barge/Singer Island on Narcosis
Lynn’s Reef/Briny Breezes on Lady Go Diver
Loggerhead Reef/Bonnie‘s Reef on Narcosis
Jolly Jacks/NW Double Ledges on Narcosis
Gulfstream Reef (2 sites) on Lady Go Diver

PARTY! PARTY! PARTY! Our holiday party will feature a fabulous
potluck buffet. The Team will provide ham, turkey and sweet
potato souffle, and members/guests are asked to bring a dish
to share. A short business meeting will be held in order to vote
on our 2009 officers. Then the fun continues with a Yankee Gift
Exchange. To participate in the exchange, bring a wrapped gift
of $15-25 value. Guests are cordially invited to attend.

Photo courtesy of Clark Von Zonneveld

NOTE: Dive locations are subject to change without notice.

Christmas Tree Worms amongst the encrusting gorgonian, fire coral
and hydroid (in background).

Reminders
Please Pay Your Dues!
Remember, you must be a paid member to participate in
Team dives. Single membership/renewal is $50.00. Family
membership is $75 plus $10 per diving family member
(i.e. $95 for a family of two). Submit your renewal form
and F.O.S. check to membership coordinator,
Pug Pugliese or mail it to him at:
2741 Village Blvd. # 403, West Palm Beach, Fl. 33409.
Also, please inform Pug if either your address or
email address has changed.

Check out your fish identification skills while staying dry
at the new Loxahatchee River Environmental Center.
A grand opening was held on August 23rd. Adults
marveled at expansive aquatic displays, from freshwater
tanks teeming with fish to brilliant marine exhibits
painted by their colorful inhabitants. People of all ages
will enjoy visiting the Loxahatchee River Environmental
Center at 805 N. U.S. 1 in Jupiter at Burt Reynolds Park.
Did You Know?
• Florida’s coral reefs first formed 5,000 to 7,000 years ago
when sea levels rose following the last Ice Age.
• Reef growth is extremely slow; an individual colony grows
.5 inches to 7 inches (1 cm to 18 cm) a year, depending
on the species.
• Stony corals are the major reef architects.
• Polyps, the living portion of corals, extract calcium
from seawater and combine it with carbon dioxide to
construct the elaborate limestone skeletons that form
the reef backbone.
• Though corals are animals, microscopic plants live within
the animal tissues in a symbiotic relationship. The animals
benefit from the energy that the plants provide through
photosynthesis. The plants are protected within the coral
tissues and gain nutrients from the animal’s waste.

PBCRRT Welcomes New and Renewing Members
New Members
Renewing Member
Ann & John Spagnolo
Amy Knight
Michael Olinits
Bruce Wear (returning member)
Online Fish Quizzes
Don't forget to visit the Team's website at www.pbcrrt.
org to test your skill at fish identification. Quizzes are
categorized by fish types and even include tips when you
select the wrong answer. Master these quizzes and you
too can attain Fish counter status and help PBCRRT with
official fish counts.

from Southeast Florida Reef News



Spotlight on a Dive
(Continued from page 1)

obelisk. It appears that within a few years of
the continued accumulation of sand that much
of this reef will be buried. It is the estimation of
the mapping team that this reef is already more
than 50% buried in sand with the eastern and
northeastern portion of the site already buried.
There was evidence of star corals beginning to
grow on the remaining exposed portions of the
reef and there were a few small specimens, as
well as a volleyball-sized specimen of Oculina
diffusa. Mappers also saw a few sponges,
some small gorgonians, and a couple of black
tunicates. Some fish counters saw an octopus
among the concrete girders. At the end of the
dive, the team assisted the dive masters of
the Lady Go Diver with the recovery of a dead
green sea turtle that was found on the bottom
about 100 yards northeast of the Ocean Ridge
South reef site. The turtle appeared to have
been recently killed by a boat strike. This large
female (measured 43 inches long by 39 inches
wide) was loaded onto the dive platform of the
boat and transported back to shore, where
researchers from the Gumbo Limbo Nature
Center in Boca Raton, Florida collected the turtle
for further research and disposal. The entire
team was saddened by this tragic loss of life for
such a large threatened species.

This Green Turtle, one of the largest ever recorded, was recovered by
Team members during a dive on Lady Go Diver. Killed by an apparent
boat strike, the female turtle was estimated to be 40-50 years of age.

Spotlight on a Dive
Lynn's Reef - September 13, 2008
Seas
2-3 feet, choppy
Current
none
Visibility
40 feet vertical,
40 feet horizontal at depth
Max Depth
70 feet
Water Temp
82° F at bottom
Time of Dive
Start 9:20 am
End 10:05 am
Notes: One unidentified turtle

briney breezes
Winds
Seas
Current
Visibility

- September 13, 2008

2 feet, choppy
slight to the south
50 feet vertical
50 feet horizontal at depth
Max Depth
92 feet
Water Temp
82° F at bottom
Time of Dive
Start 11:05 am
End 11:45 am
Notes: No Madrecas coral sighted



Ocean News from Here and There
Bush to Relax Protected Species Rules
Plan takes scientists out of decision making on species status
Condensed from MSNBC
The Bush administration on Monday said it plans to let federal
agencies decide for themselves whether highways, dams, mines
and other construction projects might harm endangered animals
and plants.
The proposal, which does not require the approval of
Congress, would reduce the mandatory, independent reviews
that government scientists have been performing for 35 years.
Developers welcomed the plan, while environmentalists
derided it.
Interior Secretary Dirk Kempthorne said late Monday the
changes were needed to ensure that the Endangered Species
Act would not be used as a “back door” to regulate the gases
blamed for global warming. In May, the polar bear became the
first species declared as threatened because of climate change.
Warming temperatures are expected to melt the sea ice the bear
depends on for survival.
“These changes are designed to reduce the number of
unnecessary consultations under the ESA so that more time
and resources can be devoted to the protection of the most
vulnerable species,” the Interior Department said in its
announcement.
“The existing regulations create unnecessary conflicts and
delays,” added Kempthorne. “The proposed regulations will
continue to protect species while focusing the consultation
process on those federal actions where potential impacts can be
linked to the action and the risks are reasonably certain to occur.
The result should be a process that is less time-consuming and a
more effective use of our resources.”
The proposal would bar federal agencies from assessing the
emissions from projects that contribute to global warming and its
effect on species and habitats.
The Interior Department cited its recent decision on polar
bears as an example. While listing polar bears as endangered
due to melting sea ice habitat, it argues that scientists at this
time cannot “draw a direct causal link between greenhouse gas
emissions and distant observations of impacts affecting species.
“As a result, it is inappropriate to consult on a remote agency
action involving the contribution of emissions to global warming
because it is not possible to link the emissions to impacts on
specific listed species such as polar bears,” the department
stated.
Kempthorne has instead urged lawmakers to deal with climate
change via separate legislation, not the Endangered Species Act,
which dates from 1973.

Under current law, federal agencies must consult with experts
at the Fish and Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries
Service to determine whether a project is likely to jeopardize any
endangered species or to damage habitat, even if no harm seems
likely. This initial review usually results in accommodations that
better protect the 1,353 animals and plants in the U.S. listed
as threatened or endangered and determines whether a more
formal analysis is warranted.

Proposal: Agencies have expertise

The Interior Department said such consultations are no longer
necessary because federal agencies have developed expertise
to review their own construction and development projects,
according to the 30-page draft.
“We believe federal action agencies will err on the side of
caution in making these determinations,” the proposal said.
The director of the Fish and Wildlife Service, H. Dale Hall
said the changes will help focus expertise on projects that have
serious repercussions for species. “We are trying to be more
efficient, which means not do consultations that result in a
difference for the species,” Hall said.
“We are not being good stewards of our resources,” he added,
“when we pursue consultation in situations where the potential
effects to a species are either unlikely, incapable of being
meaningfully evaluated, wholly beneficial, or pose only a remote
risk of causing jeopardy to the species or its habitat.”
The proposal is subject to a 30-day public comment period
before being finalized by the Interior Department, giving the
administration enough time to impose them before November’s
presidential election. A new administration could freeze any
pending regulations or reverse them, a process that could
take months. Congress could also overturn the rules through
legislation, but that could take even longer.
The proposal was drafted largely by attorneys in the general
counsel’s offices of the Commerce Department’s National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Interior
Department, according to a source with the National Marine
Fisheries Service. The two agencies’ experts were not consulted
until last week, the official said.
Between 1998 and 2002, the Fish and Wildlife Service
conducted 300,000 consultations. The National Marine Fisheries
Service, which evaluates projects affecting marine species,
conducts about 1,300 reviews each year.
The reviews have helped safeguard protected species such as
bald eagles, Florida panthers and whooping cranes. A federal
government handbook from 1998 described the consultations as
“some of the most valuable and powerful tools to conserve listed
species.”

Those for, against changes

Biggest overhaul since 1988

The changes represent the biggest overhaul of the Endangered
Species Act since 1988. They would accomplish through
regulations what conservative Republicans have been unable to
achieve in Congress: ending some environmental reviews that
developers and other federal agencies blame for delays and cost
increases on many projects.
The changes would apply to any project a federal agency would
fund, build or authorize. Government wildlife experts currently
perform tens of thousands of such reviews each year.
“If adopted, these changes would seriously weaken the safety
net of habitat protections that we have relied upon to protect and
recover endangered fish, wildlife and plants for the past 35 years,”
said John Kostyack, executive director of the National Wildlife
Federation’s Wildlife Conservation and Global Warming initiative.



In recent years, however, some federal agencies and private
developers have complained that the process results in delays
and increased construction costs.
“We have always had concerns with respect to the need for
streamlining and making it a more efficient process,” said Joe
Nelson, a lawyer for the National Endangered Species Act Reform
Coalition, a trade group for home builders and the paper and
farming industry.
Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., called the proposed changes
illegal. “This proposed regulation is another in a continuing
stream of proposals to repeal our landmark environmental laws
through the back door,” she said. “If this proposed regulation
had been in place, it would have undermined our ability to
protect the bald eagle, the grizzly bear and the gray whale.”
(continued on page 9)

Ocean News from Here and There
Members of the Palm Beach County Reef Research Team
assisted by science divers from FWC, DEP, SFWMD, and
ERM conducted surveillance dives on September 15, 2008
to observe the aggregation behavior of Goliath Groupers
(Epinephelus itajara) on the off-shore artificial reefs of Jupiter,
FL. The divers monitored five sites by conducting both morning
and late afternoon dives. A total of 302 Goliath Groupers
were documented, and they were organized into 32 different
groupings. There were aggregations as large as 50. Sightings in
the late afternoon were almost double the morning sightings.
Many indirect behaviors commonly associated with prespawning were observed including body coloration changes,
pairing, and stacking on top of one another.
The purpose of the grant is to document the local Jupiter
off-shore reef area as an active reproductive site for the Goliath
Grouper. The greater Jupiter area was known to local fisherman
as a Summer breeding location 30 - 50 years ago, but the
species was almost fished out completely until 1990 when the
State of Florida and the Federal government issued regulations
prohibiting the taking of the fish.
Goliath Grouper aggregations have been noted by local divers
in northern Palm Beach County since 2002. The entire western
and eastern tropical Atlantic Ocean was once the home to the
Goliath Grouper. Information from the Reef Environmental
and Education Foundation (REEF) fish identification database
indicates that the Jupiter reefs contain the second greatest
concentration of Goliath Grouper sightings in the United
States. The Ten Thousand Islands Region of Lee County in the
southwest Florida Gulf has the largest concentration.
A full report will be released in November. The project was
funded by the Korzenewski Foundation with logistical support
from the Jupiter Dive Center.

Additional information on Goliath Groupers

The Goliath Grouper is the largest member of the sea bass
fish family in the Atlantic. An adult can be 8 feet in length and
weigh 300-400 pounds. Its natural range included both the

Photo courtesy of Walt Stearns

Goliath Grouper Dive Successful
Mike Phelin, Goliath Grouper Project Leader, reports on
the Goliath Grouper dive

PBC Reef Research Team fish counters on the September 15th dive
were challenged to count Goliath Groupers (Epinephelus itajara)
by the dozens.
Southwest and Southeast coasts of Florida, Brazil, West Africa,
and western Caribbean. With the exception of Florida and a
limited area in Brazil, the Goliath Grouper presence has been
greatly diminished. The range of the fish has been reduced in
modern times by over-fishing or mangrove habitat loss. Goliath
Grouper juveniles live in mangroves for the first 5-6 years of
their 30+ year lifespan.
The Goliath Grouper is an apex predator that does not fear
other fish or divers and it can be easily speared for that reason.
Phelan reports that it is a magnificent animal to view in the
wild and unlike the other reef apex predator, the shark, it is
non-threatening and approachable. Phelan reports that the
Jupiter area of Palm Beach County is a special ecosystem that
the Goliath Grouper apparently prefers, thereby making Jupiter
a world-class diving destination for the diver naturalist. Florida
Oceanographic expects to publish its full findings within
30 days.

Photos courtesy of Walt Stearns

For further information, contact Mike Phelan, Florida Oceanographic
Society Goliath Grouper Project Manager (772) 341-4146.

Dive participants had fascinating views of the
Goliath Groupers having lunch of Mackerel
Scad (Decapterus macarellus), as Bar Jacks
(Caranx ruber) and Yellowtail Snappers (Ocyurus
chrysurus) looked on.



Ocean News from Here and There
Scientists Worried about More Lionfish in the Atlantic
They may look nice, with their zebra-like stripes and elegant
dorsal fins. They’re anything but. The lionfish, a native of
the Pacific Ocean, is considered the Atlantic Ocean’s perfect
predator with no known enemies and an indiscriminate appetite
for smaller fish.
A recent reappearance off the shores of West Palm Beach,
combined with reported population booms in the waters off
North Carolina, the Bahamas and the Caribbean, have scientists
and marine experts warning that a large-scale lionfish invasion
may be under way.
For divers and swimmers, that means greater odds of getting
stung by one of its venomous spines (for the allergic, think a trip
to the hospital). The more pressing concern: Although studies
have been inconclusive, scientists fear lionfish could decimate
fish populations at the lower end of the food chain, wreaking
havoc across the underwater ecosystem.
“Without any controls on reproduction, they just go through
these fish like a buzz saw,” said Ed Tichenor, of Palm Beach
County Reef Rescue, who videotaped one Sunday morning
peeking out of the mouth of a cave two miles southeast of
the Boynton Beach Inlet. “I think if we saw one, there’s
many more.”
Nobody’s sure how the lionfish made its way onto the
opposite end of the continent. Some of the earliest reported
Atlantic sightings came from offshore divers in West Palm Beach
and Boca Raton in the mid-1990s, according to the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Most believe that
lionfish made their way here as aquarium fish, several of which
ended up in Biscayne Bay during Hurricane Andrew in 1992,
according to the NOAA.
From there, they followed the gulf stream up to North
Carolina and other currents east and south to the Bahamas
and Caribbean, where they are island-hopping from Cuba to
Jamaica, the Dominican Republic, St. Croix and beyond, said
Paula Whitfield, a NOAA marine ecologist.
Surveys in North Carolina show lionfish populations from
2004 to 2008 surging from 22 to 200 per hectare, an expanse
of about two-and-a-half football fields, according to Whitfield.
“The scariest thing is how fast they’ve been able to spread,
how well they’re doing and the fact that they seem to be eating
pretty much all the time,” said Whitfield. “But as far as hard
data as to whether it’s going to be a disaster, there isn’t a lot of
that yet.”
In Bermuda, the lionfish has become so prevalent that
the government has taken to license spearfishing of the
cantankerous predator.
On a recent trip to Nassau, Lisa Mitchell of the Reef
Environmental Education Foundation said she spotted about 30
in two dives, a noted increase from previous trips.
The fish range from a foot to 18 inches long and can grow to
be about the size of a football.
They’re also edible. In the Turks and Caicos, Mitchell said
her foundation is training fishermen and restaurant workers to
catch and serve the tasty, white-meat fish and even offer lionfish
fishing charters for tourists.
If the fishing industry doesn’t keep them in check, nothing
will, said Mitchell.
“It is definitely sustainable seafood,” said Mitchell. “Nothing is
afraid of them. Stuff swims up to them, looks at them and says,
what are you? And they get eaten.”
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Lionfish in South Carolina. Be on the lookout. Size: 6-18 inches,
usually found at depths of 85-260 feet

Toxin-tainted Grouper Draws Attention to
Rising Imports
Condensed from an article by Susan Salisbury, Palm Beach Post
In 2007, Americans consumed 4.908 billion pounds of
seafood. The United States is the world’s third-largest consumer
of fish and shellfish, behind China and Japan.
Florida may be surrounded by water on three sides, but the
seafood its residents consume is likely to be from abroad.
With confirmation last week that black grouper bought in
two local shops has tested positive for ciguatera – a marine
toxin that can make consumers violently ill – renewed attention
has been drawn to the question of where the fish Americans
consume is coming from, and how it’s checked for safety.
The short answer: It’s coming from everywhere else, and
inspections, at least of imported seafood, are rudimentary.
An astounding 84 percent of the nation’s seafood is imported,
up from 63 percent a decade ago, and at least half of that is
farm-raised, according to the federal National Marine Fisheries
Service. Wild and domestic farm-raised stocks have not been
able to keep pace with American demand for fish and shellfish,
leaving the gap to be filled by cheap imports.
“The U.S. has always been a net importer of seafood,” said
Steven Koplin, a reporting specialist with the U.S. Fisheries
Service. “We have always imported quite a bit of seafood, (but)
not to the extent we are bringing in now.”
The chief exporter of fish to the United States is China,
followed by Thailand and Canada, he said.
In 2007 the Food and Drug Administration processed
868,000 entries of imported seafood, and performed more than
14,000 physical examinations of seafood imports, according
to the FDA. That means less than 2 percent of such shipments
were inspected.
At least 10 Palm Beach County residents were sickened in
June by ciguatera. Several of the victims were anglers who ate
yellowfin grouper they caught off the Bahamas; others bought
black grouper at a Whole Foods Market in Palm Beach Gardens
(continued on page 7)

Photo courtesy of Walt Stearns

Condensed from an article by Paul Quinlan, Palm Beach Post

Ocean News from Here and There
(continued from page 6)

and at another local fish market, Palm Beach County Health
Department spokesman Tim O’Connor said. That fish market is
not being publicly identified, he said.
A U.S. Food and Drug Administration lab in Alabama confirmed
that two black grouper samples tested positive for ciguatera,
O’Connor said.
“Now it has been turned over to the FDA. They will follow up
with distributors and do any trace-backs they find,” he said.
The investigation will determine whether the fish consumed
were tagged properly with information about where they were
caught. Fishing is restricted in some areas, especially in the Gulf of
Mexico, because of ciguatera concerns, he said.
Ciguatera is the most common marine toxin disease
worldwide and is seen mostly in Florida, the Caribbean and
the Pacific Islands. It is most commonly found in barracuda,
hogfish, red snapper and grouper.
Ciguatera is caused by eating fish that contain toxins from reef
algae.
It leads to vomiting, diarrhea, vertigo, itching and the unusual
symptom of a reversal in sensing temperature, so that things that
are cold feel hot.
“Try not to buy grouper that is over five pounds,” O’Connor
said. “That is the general rule. The toxin accumulates over time.”
Domestically harvested fish can be traced, Bob Jones, executive
director of the Tallahassee-based Southeastern Fisheries Association
said, because fishermen are required to keep what’s called a trip
ticket that tells the amount of fish caught, the time and the grid
zone. Imports cannot be similarly traced, he said.
Country-of-origin labeling laws in effect since 2005 require
supermarkets to label fish and shellfish with the country of origin
and whether it’s wild-caught or farmed. Specialty seafood markets
and butcher shops are exempt.
The average American eats more fish today than he or she
did a decade ago. The yearly average of fish and shellfish is 16.3
pounds, up 2 pounds from 1997, according to the National

Marine Fisheries Service. The U.S. commercial fishing industry isn’t
big enough to meet that kind of demand, spokeswoman Monica
Allen said.
Florida’s fishing industry has shrunk dramatically in the past
30 years, done in by overfishing of some species, net limits and
development of valuable coastal property.
“Florida’s commercial fishing industry is probably 25 percent of
what it was in its heyday in the ‘70s and ‘80s,” Jones said.
About 80 million pounds of seafood were caught in Florida
waters in 2007, but that is half of the 161 million pounds landed
in 1994, said Paul Balthrop, a development representative at the
Florida Department of Agriculture.
Bill Hartig, 57, a Hobe Sound-based commercial fisherman, said
most of the local catch, such as yellowtail snapper, is sold to highend restaurants. He catches mostly king mackerel and Spanish
mackerel, which is exported to other states such as New York and
California.
“Commercial fishing was real big in Palm Beach County when
I was a kid. There were seven fish houses in Riviera Beach in the
‘60s,” Hartig said. “Over time, the fishing changed. ... It went
away and was replaced by high-dollar businesses and condos.”
Joe Sclafani, owner of Captain Frank’s Seafood Market in
Boynton Beach, said it takes a lot of effort to find divers and
fishermen selling Florida fish, but he thinks it’s worth it.
“I like to use Florida seafood, (but) it is getting harder and
harder. It takes years to find the right people,” Sclafani said. “My
dolphin is caught locally. My yellowtail is out of the Keys. My
grouper is from the gulf, the west coast. I use Key West wildcaught pink shrimp.”
Florida seafood is more expensive than the imports, and with
good reason, Sclafani said: “Quality, quality, quality.”
In late July, Florida yellowtail snapper was $9.95 a pound at his
market. Snapper imported from Brazil or another country might
be available elsewhere for $4.95 a pound.
“It’s all about whether you are willing to pay for the good stuff,”
Sclafani said.

General Meeting Minutes
September 9, 2009
Lin Creel called meeting to order, welcomed members
and guests, and introduced guest speaker Michael Patrick
O’Neil.
Michael Patrick O’Neill is a published and well-traveled
underwater photographer. The topic of his presentation
was “What I Did on My Summer Vacation – A Journey
through the Coral Garden.” We photographically visited
Indonesia and Brazil.
Next Mike Phelan reviewed the most commonly
misidentified tropical fishes and helped us to understand
the many distinguishing characteristics.
Three guests and potential new team members
introduced themselves.
After the break, the August meeting’s Minutes were
read and approved. Kathy Bondenese gave the Treasury
Report. Lin then reminded us of the September team dive
schedule. Connie Gasque gave us her turtle report: Green,



Leatherback and Loggerhead turtle hatchlings were
released into the Atlantic from the Marinelife Center. Dr.
Janet Phipps told us that she is still awaiting next year’s
Grant news.
Lin encouraged us to get interested divers involved in
the Reef Research Team. We need support to collect all
the data we track. Sunday, September 21 at 2:30-5:00
pm, an invertebrate identification readout and training
will be held. All photographers are strongly urged to
attend.
Tim Fernan announced the Holiday Party would be held
on the 2nd Tuesday of December with the usual great
food, festivities and the Yankee Gift Exchange. Also Tim
announced that in October and November, nominations
will be open for Board members.
Meeting is adjourned at 9:00 pm.
Submitted by Amy Knight, PBCRRT Secretary

Bulletin Board
General Team Meeting Interested divers encouraged to attend! The General meeting is held on the 2nd Tuesday
of each month, doors open at 6:30 P.M., meeting begins at 7:00 P.M. in Building 509 on 5th Street off of Belvedere
Road (north of Palm Beach International Airport). Take Belvedere Road to 5th Street (west of Congress). Turn north
and go approximately 1/4 mile to Building 509 on the right side. For additional information contact Lin Creel at (561)
601-5673 or lincreel2@cs.com.
The Dive Shop Force E (561) 845-2333, located on Blue Heron Blvd. has graciously provided the team with free air
fills for monitoring dives. The team thanks Skip and Kathy for their interest and continued support! Check out their
website at http://www.forcee.com/index.html.
The Dive VesselS The PBCRRT extends our appreciation to our 2006-07 boat captains including Captain Ray Davis
who is retiring. Narcosis, now owned by Captain Van Blakeman, sails from the Riviera Beach Marina in Riviera Beach,
1-866-627-2674 or (561) 630-0606. Lady Go Diver, owned by Captain Bob Wranovics, sails from Riverview Road,
on the north side of Hillsborough Blvd., Deerfield Beach, 1-954-421-2601.
Bring a Guest Members that would like to invite a guest on a team dive must request to do so by contacting
LIn Creel.
Electronic Newsletter The PBCRRT newsletter is now available for downloading on the Team’s website. Just go to
http://www.pbcrrt.org/PBCRRT_Announcements.shtml and find “Download the Newsletter” in the lower right corner.
Planning Meetings The planning meeting is held on the first Tuesday of each month at 7:00 P.M. at the new
Duffy’s located in the south end of the Village shopping center in West Palm Beach. All team members are welcome.
General Team Meeting: Food and Beverages Let’s spice up the general team meeting! Members are
encouraged to donate food and beverages for each meeting!
C-Cards and Dive Insurance Needed Please bring a copy of your c-cards and proof of dive insurance (if you
have insurance) to the next general team meeting you attend. Pug Pugliese will collect this information and update the
team’s records.
Fish Quizzes Available Online The fish quizzes are now available on http://pbcrrt.org (then select Fish
Quizzes), for those of you who are interested in fish identification. The images are adapted from Paul Humann’s fish
identification book.

wanted
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Newsletter Contributors
Do you have a way with words?
Do you surf the web for tidbits of
interest to divers? Your newsletter
editor welcomes contributors.
Please contact Cheri Craft at
woodlark01@comcast.net.
Reference pbcrrt news in the
subject line. Picture submissions
are also needed.
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The Bush administration and Congress have attempted with
mixed success to change the law. In 2003, the administration
imposed similar rules that would have allowed agencies to
approve new pesticides and projects to reduce wildfire risks
without asking the opinion of government scientists about
whether threatened or endangered species and habitats might
be affected. The pesticide rule was later overturned in court. The
Interior Department, along with the Forest Service, is currently
being sued over the rule governing wildfire prevention.
In 2005, the House passed a bill that would have made similar
changes to the Endangered Species Act, but the bill died in the
Senate. The sponsor of that bill, then-House Resources chairman
Richard Pombo, R-Calif., told the AP Monday that allowing
agencies to judge for themselves the effects of a project will not
harm species or habitat.
“There is no way they can rubber stamp everything because
they will end up in court for every decision,” he said.
But internal reviews by the National Marine Fisheries Service
and Fish and Wildlife Service concluded that about half the
unilateral evaluations by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management that determined wildfire prevention projects
were unlikely to harm protected species were not legally or
scientifically valid. Those had been permitted under the 2003
rule changes.
“This is the fox guarding the hen house. The interests of agencies
will outweigh species protection interests,” said Eric Glitzenstein,
the attorney representing environmental groups in the lawsuit over
the wildfire prevention regulations. “What they are talking about
doing is eviscerating the Endangered Species Act.”



Johan the Loggerhead Sea Turtle Dies
by Khari Johnson, Sun-Sentinel

After two life-saving rescues and struggling with his health
since mid-June, Jonah the loggerhead sea turtle died this week.
Though the cause of death remains unconfirmed, Loggerhead
Marinelife Center officials said it appears to be from a
neurological disease that causes paralysis in turtles.
“This was a new, severe, neurological sign that he had not
shown previously,” said Dr. Nancy Mettee, a veterinarian at the
center in Juno Beach. The center acts as a conservation facility
and a hospital for sea turtles.
Jonah got his name from his first rescue three years ago when
a fisherman and his wife found the baby turtle in their bait well
after a recently caught fish coughed him up. They took him
to the Marinelife Center, where he spent almost three years as
an education turtle, touring schools and becoming one of the
center’s most popular residents.
“This was especially upsetting for those of us who have
known Jonah since he was a few days old,” said executive
director Nanette Lawrenson.
In April, he was released into the Atlantic Ocean but rescued
and returned to the center after swallowing a fishing line and
leader in mid-June. Within a week, he would be rushed into
emergency surgery to remove the material from his intestines.
He seemed to be recovering well until he began showing signs
of illness again last Friday.
Lawrenson said the center has received condolence emails
from around the world and a sign-in book is in the center’s lobby
for people to say goodbye.

